www.cavettaconsulting.co.uk
Unlocking Property Tax Relief

PROVIDING ASSISTANCE
To Accountancy Practices

Within every accounting discipline there are a number of areas where
specialist knowledge is required. Capital allowances is one area of the many
contained within the tax specialism. While in terms of the tax return, capital
allowances ﬁgures may only be relevant to one or two boxes, substantial
information, justiﬁcation and professional judgment is required in order to
assess and claim this valuable tax relief.
In order to determine the level of qualifying expenditure, a capital allowances

Access to Specialist
advice on various
capital allowances
matters which will
enhance the service
you provide

advisor at a minimum will need access and examine many sources of
information which are not ordinarily kept as part of the accountants client ﬁle.
including:
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We can assist accountancy practices to increase
the range of expertise that they can oﬀer their
clients by providing the following assistance.
Helpline advice — being able to provide you with
access to specialist advice on various capital
allowances matters which will enhance the
service you provide.
Providing assistance in negotiations with HMRC,
particularly when they are questioning valuation
techniques and matters relating to the
construction of the building.
Essential preplanning advice which can help
clients to maximise their tax saving or make their
project viable.
Providing you with tailored continual professional
development events which will allow you to keep
up to date with industry developments.
At Ċavetta Consulting, our directors have considerable experience of
supporting accountancy practices by providing specialist capital
allowances and land remediation relief advice. Our fee structure is tailored
to take account for the tax status of the individual or company and is
designed to add value to their business.

In the desire to generate
income from a new
business, valuable
property tax relief is
often forgotten about
and left unclaimed

We oﬀer free advice to our clients at the pre-planning stage of their
development, to make them aware of the beneﬁts that the tax system
oﬀers, and a no obligation review of completed or potential schemes in
order to determine whether a viable claim for property tax reliefs can be
made.
If you would like to further information, please contact either Lois or Alan.
Alternatively you can email us at info@cavettaconsulting.com.

Edinburgh Oﬃce
Lois Stirling
0131 610 0056

Glasgow Oﬃce
Alan Cadden
0141 432 0056
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of obtaining proper professional advice. The outline is for guidance only and is not an appropriate basis for decision-making.

